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Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-027W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-036W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-054W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-054W-XA2Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-075W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-095W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-115W-XA1Y, where suffix 'X' can be 1 to 9 representing different angle of Diffuser; where suffix 'Y' can be E26, E39 or EX39 representing the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-030W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-040W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-060W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-075W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-095W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-115W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-030W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-040W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-060W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-075W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-095W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-115W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-030W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-040W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-060W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-095W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-180CB-115W-B2X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-030W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-040W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EW-IP40CB-060W-B1X, where suffix 'X' can be E26 or E39 to represent the Lamp base type.

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EWIP40CB020WE26NB13, EWIP64CB030WE39NB16

Self-Ballasted Lamps, LED type, Model(s) EWRCB015WE26NB01, EWRCB020WE26NB02, EWRCB030WE26NB03, EWRCB030WE39NB04, EWRCB040WE39NB06, EWRCB060WE26NB07, EWRCB060WE39NB08, EWRCB080WE39NB09, EWRCB100WE39NB10, EWSBCB020WE26NB01, EWSBCB030WE39NB03, EWSBCB040WE26NB04, EWSBCB040WE39NB05, EWSBCB060WE39NB07, EWSBCB080WE39NB08, EWSBCB100WE39NB09, EWSBCB120WE39NB10, EWIP64CB055WE26NB01, EWIP64CB055WE26NB02, EWIP64CB070WE26NB03, EWIP64CB070WE39NB04, EWIP64CB090WE26YB06, EWIP64CB090WE39NB06, EWIP64CB100WE26YB08, EWIP64CB115WE26NB09, EWIP64CB120WE26YB08, EWIP64CB120WE39NB09, EWIP64CB120WE39NB10, EWIP64CB120WE26YB11, EWIP64CB200WE26NB12, EWIP64CB200WE26YB14, EWIP64CB300WE26NB15, EWIP64CB400WE26NB17, EWIP64CB400WE39NB18, EWIP64CB600WE39NB19, EWIP64CB600WE39NB20, EWIP64CB800WE39NB21, EWIP64CB100WE39NB22, EWIP64CB120WE39NB23, EWIP64CB150WE39NB24
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